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The effect of this mark which can occur above the majority of the consonants
(and above some vowels also) is to soften the sound. Thus " c " is pronoimced
as " ts," but " c " is pronoimced as " tch " or " cz " as in the word Czech (cechic).

The lettex- " s " is pronounced as " ss," but " s " as " sh." Again the letter " z
"

is pronounced as " z " (in the word " zoological "), and the letter " z " as "
j

"

(in the word " journal "). The letter " r " is the normal " r," but the letter " f
"

is not found in the English or German languages ; it comes near to " rj." The
letters with the " hacek " are found in other Slav languages as self-dependent
letters.

It is not possible to homonymise words, in which in one case the letter is written
without, in the other, with, the diacritic mark " hacek." In every case the two
words possess their own pronounciation and, what is more important, their own
sense. There was described a Thysanopter to the honour of the paleontologist
Fric (pronoimced Fritch) as Thaeniothrips frici. If this name were to be written
as frici, then it would be pronoimced " fritsi," and this would sound as though
the species had been named after a German named Fritz.

The name of the well known Czech entomologist Sulc is pronounced like the

German name Schulz, and if a hypothetical generic name Sulcia were written

without the hook, it would not be pronounced as in English " Shoultsia " but
" Ssoultsia."

So I cannot see any other possibility than to treat two different names the
one with, the other without, a diacritic mark as separate and not homonym names.
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Concerning yom- : " Question whether generic names differing from one another
only by the presence in one case and the absence in the other of a diacritic mark
over one of the letters should be regarded as homonyms," my opinion is as follows :

—

(1) In the Scandinavian countries (Demnark, Norway and Sweden) as well
as in Germany, the letters o and 6 are distinctly different vowels. They
are pronounced differently and words such as " stor "^ —meaning great
or large —and " stor " —meaning sturgeon —are distinctly different words.

(2) I think, as a consequence of what is said above, that scientific names
containing the letters o and 6, but otherwise similar, should be treated
as separate names. This also implies that families and Orders could
be established with names only separable by the diacrite mark.

(3) It may create some confusion that some persons drop the umlaut in
their names. In spite of this, I would prefer to maintain o and 6, and
u and ii as separate letters, distmguishing different zoological names.
This would mean that, if there exists a name Miilleria it would be possible
also to establish a new genera Mulleria based on a person by name
Muller, even if that person or his ancestors once used the name Miiller.
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This of course may cause confusion. It would seem rather absvird

if a person by the name of Miiller obtained a genus Mulleria and if

afterwards he changed his name to Muller and in addition obtained a

genus Mulleria ! But even so, I would stick to the principle and only

recommend the latter naming not to be done.

(4) I think (but I am not sure) that Tomquist is a German name, not a

germanized version of the Swedish Tomquist.

In the Scandinavian coimtries you will find both 6 and 0. These are identical

letters, 6 is used in Sweden and in Denmark and Norway. The letters are the

same as oe in other languages. Since 6 is better known outside Scandinavia than

0, I think that 6 might be used internationally even in Norwegian and Danish

names. (The letter makes trouble in printing outside Scandinavia.) You may
also know that ii and y are identical and correspond to " ue " abroad.
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I would suggest that it would be advisable to rule that generic and specific

trivial names (in the broad sense of these terms) derived from Gei-man patronymics

and which contain the letters a, 6, ii be spelled with these letters transliterated

as eie, oe, ue. This, I have been informed, was the original spelling, the mnlaut

being' the schematized form of the modifying vowel, which at one time was written

above the vowel which was modified. This schematized form is identical with

that of the Latin diaeresis, which has a widely different meaning ; in fact the

diaeresis in Spanish is not the same thing as the diaeresis in English. Also I have

been informed that the Scandinavian umlaut is not the same as the German mnlaut,

but I am not sure on this point. I am not opposed to the use of diacritic marks

in general ; in fact, I think we will have to have recourse to them in the trans-

Uteration of words from languages using the Latin alphabet but which have super-

numerary letters that do not occur in Latin. The disadvantages of using symbols

which have more than one meaning is too obvious to need further comment ; my
objection applies only to ambiguous diacritic marks.


